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For the cosmetic industries, the development of products that in addition to

beautifying give effects that improve the characteristics of the skin quickly is

increasingly demanded by users. The incorporation of face serum into daily skin care

routine can give noticeable difference within four weeks. Face serum is a highly

concentrated cosmetic product which consists of small molecules that allow better

penetration into the skin thus deliver instant noticeable results. Nevertheless, the

stability of face serum formulation needs to be maintained to ensure its effectiveness

to the skin.

The purpose of this study was to determine optimal lightening serum formulation in

efficacy on facial skin as well color stability since it is known that effective lightening

actives such as vitamin C, hydroxycinnamic acid as example, are highly unstable,

tending to oxidize obtaining a dark and brown or intense yellow coloration.

Sample preparation: Several lightening Serum formulation were prepared using 

the ingredients show in the table 1, 2 and 3.
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During the present study we were able to evaluate the stability of five

different lightening ingredients obtaining a stable lightening serum

formulation containing a natural extract and acid with good acceptability in

a self perception test.

Evaluation of formulations

Lightening serum  formulation without Antioxidant ingredients

Lightening serum  formulation containing antioxidant ingredients

Lightening serum formulation with the best performance in color stability


